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Abstract

Software languages have pros and cons, and are usually cho-
sen accordingly. In this context, it is common to involve
different languages in the development of complex systems,
each one specifically tailored for a given concern. However,
these languages create de facto silos, and offer little support
for interoperability with other languages, be it statically or
at runtime. In this paper, we report on our experiment on
extracting a relevant behavioral interface from an existing
language, and using it to enable interoperability at runtime.
In particular, we present a systematic approach to define the
behavioral interface and we discuss the expertise required
to define it. We illustrate our work on the case study of Sci-
Hook, a C++ library enabling the runtime instrumentation of
scientific software in Python. We present how the proposed
approach, combined with SciHook, enables interoperability
between Python and a domain-specific language dedicated
to numerical analysis, namelyNabLab, and discuss overhead
at runtime.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering→ Source

code generation; General programming languages; Do-
main specific languages; • Applied computing;

Keywords: language interoperability, instrumentation, C++,
Python, domain-specific languages, scientific computing

1 Introduction

Software languages are tools providing specific abstractions
to support developers in describing efficient solutions (i.e.,
software systems) to their problems. According to the ab-
stractions provided, a given software language is more or
less relevant for a specific concern. For instance, in the field
of scientific computing, it is common to use C or C++ for
implementing efficient simulation models, complemented by

Python to help in data processing or debug instrumentation.
This leads to polyglot development of software systems [1].

In this polyglot development context, existing approaches
are either focusing on the use of specific libraries unifying
on a single language runtime (e.g., Truffle/GraalVM [3, 10],
LLVM [5], WebAssembly [4]), or with ad-hoc bindings be-
tween different language runtimes defined at the program
level (e.g., CORBA [8], CCA [1], CoLoRS [13]). While the
former limits to the use of a specific execution platform,
the latter requires to define bindings at the program level.
This either prevents the use of specific language runtimes
(e.g., specific C++ compilers such as GCC, or mainstream
Python interpreters like CPython or Pypy), or imposes the
overhead of defining ad-hoc bindings for each new program.

In this paper, we introduce an approach to support interop-
erability between different language runtimes (interpreters
and compilers) through specific interfaces defined at the lan-
guage level.We present our approach to define such language
interfaces for NabLab1, a Domain-Specific Language (DSL)
for scientific computing, and report on our experience using
it with SciHook2, our C++ library to enable Python-based
runtime instrumentation for scientific software.

Using SciHook, computational scientists can write analy-
ses as Python scripts that will run during the simulation, also
called in-situ analyses [12], with the full power of Python’s li-
braries for scientific computing [9]. Such analyses can access
the data they require in-memory, which allows to turn off
expensive input/ouput operations (I/Os) and speeds up the
simulation time significantly [2]. Furthermore, with write ac-
cess to the execution context of the simulation, instruments
can implement complex behaviors varying on a case-by-case
basis such as the physical behavior of the environment of a
simulation, without needing to recompile the simulator.

1
https://github.com/cea-hpc/NabLab

2
https://github.com/cea-hpc/scihook
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We experimented the use of SciHook with simulation
models implemented in NabLab [6], a compiled DSL for nu-
merical analysis. Based on these experiments, we discuss the
required effort for the definition of the behavioral interfaces,
the resulting performance at runtime, and the suitability of
runtime instrumentation coupled with software language
interoperability.

We demonstrate the practicality of enabling interoperabil-
ity between different languages through well-defined and
purposefully designed language behavioral interfaces, with
a limited overhead. We also show how the combination of in-
teroperability and runtime instrumentation capability opens
up new usage scenarios for the instrumented programs.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
the motivation behind this work. Section 3 details the pro-
posed approach. Section 4 discusses how we applied the
approach to NabLab, using SciHook to enable the instru-
mentation of NabLab programs in Python. Section 5 presents
our evaluation of the overhead induced by the approach over
a selection of use cases. Section 6 discusses related works,
and Section 7 provides concluding remarks.

2 Motivation

In this paper, we use the field of scientific computing and the
software languages used in that field as our illustrative ex-
ample. The two main use cases for language interoperability
in scientific computing are (𝑖) C++ and Fortran, to call legacy
Fortran code from C++ code [1], and (𝑖𝑖) Python and C/C++,
to pilot efficient C/C++ libraries from Python-based GUIs or
with libraries such as SciPy [1, 11]. In both use cases, inter-
operability is mainly used to provide program-level bindings
for black box software components, and does not allow to
interact with the internal state of such components.
Yet, specific operations might be more easily or robustly

implemented in a different software language, or require
scriptability to access the execution state of the component
at runtime. For example, in the context of complex simu-
lation codes, this allows to submit scripts to process data
in-situ [2], waiving the need to persist complete data sets to
disk. Another use case is to expose the execution state at a
mathematical level of abstraction, in a language well-suited
for mathematical operations (e.g., Python with NumPy sup-
port). This in turn enables debugging and domain-specific
property monitoring at an adequate level of abstraction for
numerical analysts, while keeping the computation-intensive
parts of the simulator efficient.

Unfortunately, support for such a gray-box usage of soft-
ware language interoperability is tedious and error-prone to
implement, and does not contribute directly to the business
logic of the application. This can be dissuasive for practition-
ers of scientific computing, who are not software engineers
and/or might not have the manpower to spare on these con-
cerns. To remedy this, we present a systematic approach to

define and realize a behavioral interface dedicated to instru-
mentation for existing software languages. We then illustrate
the approach through a case study using SciHook, a C++
library to enable Python-based runtime instrumentation, and
provide performance measurements for a range of relevant
use cases for scientific computing.

3 Systematic Runtime Instrumentation of

Software Languages

We define runtime instrumentation as the dynamic introduc-
tion of code at specific points in the execution of a program,
and with controlled access to a subset of the execution state
of the program. We detail below our proposed approach
for enabling this at the language level, which relies on the
systematic definition of behavioral interfaces for software
languages, that are then realized through an instrumentation
runtime supporting software language interoperability.

3.1 Defining the Behavioral Interface

In this paper, we adopt a definition for language behavioral
interfaces similar to the definition given in [7], albeit more
restricted. Indeed the behavioral interfaces defined with our
approach consist of the set of language-level events that are
exposed by any program written with that language, and
that provide their execution context as a parameter. The
process for defining such behavioral interfaces is as follows.

Identify execution events. The first step consists in iden-
tifying the set of abstract syntax tree (AST) nodes whose
execution will result in the emission of an execution event,
and crafting a static analysis to extract this set of AST nodes
from the AST of a program. At runtime, the set of exposed
execution events can then be queried by instruments, allow-
ing them to register to and unregister from these events, and
thus be triggered by their emission.

Determine execution contexts. The second step consists
in providing the means for instruments to operate on the
current execution state when they are triggered by the emis-
sion of an execution event. To this end, instruments must be
provided an execution context when triggered.

However, depending on the purpose for which the behav-
ioral interface is defined, it might not be desirable to expose
the complete internal state of a program to its instruments.
For example, in the context of execution events emitted on
a method call, a behavioral interface designed for regular
users might only expose the public fields and methods of the
containing object, whereas one designed for developers or
expert users might also expose private fields and methods.
Thus, extracting the proper execution context of each

execution event of the behavioral interface requires a static
analysis tailored to the purpose of the interface.

3.2 Specification of the Instrumentation Runtime

In the remainder of this section, we differentiate the host
language from the instrumentation language. In the context
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of a given program, the host language is the language used
to write the program being instrumented, which we refer
to as the host program. Instrumentation languages are the
languages used to write the instrumentation code (i.e., the
instruments) for the host program. We describe below the
API that the instrumentation runtime must provide.

Event declaration. The runtime must provide a way for
the host program to declare events to which instruments can
subscribe. This allows to specify which parts of the applica-
tion can be instrumented. Note that events can be declared
in different granularities, to open more or less parts of the
application to instrumentation, similarly to logging levels.

Event subscription. Conversely, the instrumentation run-
time must provide a way for the instruments to query, sub-
scribe to, and unsubscribe from execution events. This allows
to write instruments that are able to dynamically activate
and deactivate themselves, and to identify specific subsets
of the exposed execution events to which register.

Event emission. Finally, the runtime must offer a way for
the host program to emit execution events, thereby execut-
ing the instruments registered to these events, passing along
the corresponding execution context. That way, the instru-
mentation runtime acts as a bridge between host language
runtime and instrumentation language runtime.

3.3 Realizing the Interface

Host languages must then provide facilities as part of their
infrastructure to derive the instrumentation interface of any
program, and realize it through the API of the instrumenta-
tion runtime, exposing (i) the different execution events to
which instruments can register, and (ii) a wrapper exposing
the associated execution contexts to instruments.

Depending on the host language and on the software lan-
guage used to implement the instrumentation runtime, using
the API of the instrumentation runtime might require the
use of foreign function interface or similar technologies.

Finally, interoperability bindings must be defined over the
exposed execution contexts so they can be accessed from
the desired instrumentation languages. These can be defined
systematically for each execution context once bindings for
the basic types manipulated by the host language are defined.

4 The Case of SciHook

In this section, we first provide an overview of SciHook, our
C++/Python instrumentation runtime. We then discuss the
work required to apply the proposed approach to NabLab, a
DSL with compiler back-ends targeting C++, using SciHook
as the instrumentation runtime.

4.1 SciHook Overview

Figure 1 provides an overview of SciHook. On the left is
a piece of scientific software, which can be implemented
directly in C++, or generated from its specification when
written in a language transpiling to C++ (such as NabLab).

SciHook 
Runtime

CPython 
Interpreter

Scientific
Computing
Libraries

Scientific
Software
Specification 
(e.g. with NabLab)

Scientific
Software
Implementation 
(in C++)

Scientific
Software SciHook dependency

SciHook 
Instruments

Instrumentation 
Interface

generation
Python

Figure 1. Overview of SciHook.

To leverage SciHook, this piece of scientific software pro-
vides an instrumentation interface, as defined in the previous
Section. This instrumentation interface can be generated di-
rectly for a given program (in C++), or it can be generated
from the software specification (using NabLab).
At the center of Figure 1 are the SciHook runtime and

its registered instruments. Using the SciHook API, appli-
cations define their execution events as specified in their
instrumentation interface, and trigger those events during
the execution. Conversely, SciHook instruments use the Sci-
Hook API to register and unregister to the runtime, listing
their triggering events from the instrumentation interface.
The SciHook runtime stores the registered events and

instruments, and triggers instruments upon the emission
of events to which they are registered. Triggered SciHook
instruments are provided with the execution context of the
application, on which they can perform read and possibly
write operations, depending on how the context was exposed,
as well as call functions exposed as part of the context.
To achieve this, the SciHook runtime depends on the

CPython interpreter, as shown on the right of Figure 1, to
which it delegates the execution of SciHook instruments.
This means that, when writing instruments, SciHook users
have access to the vast ecosystem of libraries for scientific
computing such as NumPy, Matplotlib, Numba, and so on [9].
With access to scientific computing libraries and to the

execution state of the application, users can craft analyses
that are easily plugged into the application and that can be
turned on or off at runtime. In addition, the separate “instru-
mentation state” (i.e., the heap of the CPython interpreter)
enables unanticipated, execution-wide analyses (e.g., moni-
toring temporal properties), without relying on I/Os.

Beyond analysis and debugging, write access to the execu-
tion context also allows to configure simulation workflows
with Python scripts, from input and output data processing,
to simulation initialization, to system behavior specification.

4.2 Experimentation with NabLab

NabLab is a DSL for scientific computing allowing numeri-
cal analysts to define their numerical schemes at a level of
abstraction close to discrete mathematics, and then generate
the corresponding C++ simulator. The C++ code generation
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infrastructure handles system-level concerns such as mem-
ory and programming paradigm (GPU, CPU, MPI, etc.). In
this experiment, it is extended to derive the instrumentation
interface from the NabLab program, and realize it.

Identifying Execution Events. The execution events ex-
posing the instrumentation points of a NabLab program
include calls to the jobs defined in aNabLab program (i.e., its
callable entities), as well as all variables writes. Job call events
are emitted before and after the triggering calls, and write
events are emitted before and after the triggering writes.
In the case of variable writes, we define two kinds of

events: global writes and local writes. Global write events
are emitted when writing to any global variables. Local write
events are emitted when writing to a variable (global or local)
in the context of a specific Job. Thus, when a global variable
is written to, two write events are emitted before and after
the write: a global one and a local one.

As a design decision wemade when applying the approach
to NabLab, when a variable is written to inside a loop but
declared outside of that loop, the corresponding write events
are only emitted before/after the entire execution of the loop.
This allows to only be notified before and after the complete
update of arrays or accumulator variables.

Exposing the Execution Context. With execution events
identified, the corresponding execution contexts must be
computed to be exposed as part of the instrumentation inter-
face. In the case of job call events, only the global variables
and parameters of the call are exposed in the execution con-
text. In the case of global write events, only global variables
are considered in the execution context, whereas in the case
of local write events, local variables are included as well, as
are the parameters provided to the encompassing job.

Realizing the Interface. We realize the instrumentation
interface during the C++ code generation.
First, we insert calls to the SciHook runtime to declare

the execution events exposed by the interface. Next, we gen-
erate each distinct execution context as a C++ struct holding
references to the variables accessible therefrom. We then
generate code instantiating these structs at each new execu-
tion context, and calls to the SciHook runtime triggering
execution events with their execution context.
Finally, we generate Python bindings for these structs,

exposing the variables they encapsulate to registered instru-
ments. We also generate a Python-facing interface to expose
these execution events to Python-based instruments.
Library for Code Generation. To apply the approach,

we developed an Xtend library of around 900 lines of code
for analyzing NabLab programs and generating C++ instru-
mentation code, which we added to the code generation
infrastructure of NabLab, also written in Xtend. This library
provides facilities for computing the set of execution events
of a NabLab program, the set of corresponding execution
contexts, and the set of concrete types that must be exposed
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Figure 2. Performance measurements of NabLab model
instrumented with SciHook in various use cases.

to Python. To mesh well with scientific computing Python
libraries, we exposed the array types of NabLab as NumPy
arrays, thereby avoiding expensive copy operations.

The code generation library also provides facilities to gen-
erate the Python bindings for the execution contexts, and
the CMake build files integrating SciHook into the appli-
cation. This code generation library is disabled by default
and, when enabled, places all instrumentation code between
#ifdef/#ifndef directives. As a result, C++ code is gener-
ated without instrumentation by default, and when gener-
ated, the instrumentation must be turned on at compile-time,
allowing the instrumented code to be used in production.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this Section we evaluate and discuss the overhead induced
by SciHook-based instrumentation of NabLab in various
use cases. For each use case, we measured the execution time
of 30 runs of the same simulation, and provide the average
execution time in Figure 2, as well as its relative overhead
with regard to the baseline execution time. We performed
the measurements on a 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i5-1145G7
@ 2.60GHz × 8, on Ubuntu 20.04.4.

Baseline. For this evaluation, we consider two baselines
(dashed lines in Figure 2): the average execution time of the
non-instrumented code with, and without I/Os. As we use
SciHook instruments instead of post-processing to address
the use cases, we disable the built-in I/Os. However, we still
compare execution times against the "with I/Os" baseline,
as they are mandatory for addressing the use cases with
non-instrumented code, through post-processing. Note that
we do not consider the overhead of this post-processing in
our comparison.
No instrument. This use case shows the overhead in-

duced by the instrumentation alone, without any instrument
registered. For the evaluatedmodel, the overheadwith regard
to the “no I/O” baseline is minimal as it stands at 0.30%.
Legacy I/O. This use case reproduces the original I/Os

by calling the original C++ code responsible for I/Os, but
through Python bindings, via a SciHook instrument. We
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estimate that the 27.31% induced overhead is due to the back-
and-forth between the Python interpreter and the simulator,
and to the absence of link-time optimization. This shows
that SciHook is not best used to naively reproduce core
functionalities of a C++ simulator such as I/Os. However,
the dynamic nature of SciHook allows developers to write
adaptive instruments, as discussed next.

Adaptive I/O. This use case leverages the separate Python
interpreter state to adapt the frequency of I/Os at runtime, di-
viding their frequency by 10 once the maximum temperature
over the simulation domain goes below 75% percent of its
starting value. In our case, this happens after 733 iterations
out of 1628, with 895 iterations remaining, yielding 27.64%
shorter execution times. However, this requires to be able to
determine the “points of interest” of a simulation.
Safety property. In this use case, we monitor a safety

property ensuring that the difference between a computed
quantity of interest (temperature in this case) and its ref-
erence value never exceeds a given threshold across the
simulated domain. The 57.58% shorter execution time corre-
sponds to runs where the property is never violated, and is
thus monitored during the entire execution.
Lightweight simulation. This use case exemplifies the

use of scientific computing for exploratory purposes, where
simulations are run in a fast and iterative process. All input
data are provided through SciHook instruments, and a plot
of the final state of the simulation is the only produced out-
put, meaning no time is spent on I/Os. The 82.59% shorter
execution time is an important speed-up compared to non-
instrumented code, which allows to quickly obtain insights
on a simulated physics problem.

These results demonstrate the practicality of enabling
runtime instrumentation at the language level, and instru-
menting scientific software to perform analyses during the
execution, reducing the need for highly sequential work-
flows relying on writing data to disk and reading it back
in another tool. In particular, the use case of lightweight
simulation greatly benefits from this, as the approach allows
to prototype simulations quickly. In the case of simulations
where the output is kept as a reference and analyzed multi-
ple times by a variety of tools, the I/O-intensive approach
remains best, as long as the computing infrastructure is able
to handle the amount of data produced by the simulation.

6 Related Work

We identified two categories of related works in the context
of enabling software language interoperability.

The first category regroups approaches providing interop-
erability inside a single language runtime, through a unified
intermediate representation used by all supported languages.
This is the case of Truffle/GraalVM [14], LLVM [5], or We-
bAssembly [4]. This means that interoperability with specific

language runtimes such as Pypy, CPython, GCC, or the In-
tel compiler must be implemented at the program level. In
comparison, our proposed approach aims to support inter-
operability between language runtimes.

The second category regroups approaches like CORBA [8]
and CCA [1], which relies on interfaces defined for each
component to allow them to communicate, whether they are
defined in the same language or not. However, as interfaces
are defined at the component level, each new component
necessitates the definition of its interface, and its implemen-
tation by the component. In our proposed approach, the
interface is instead defined at the language level, and real-
ized at compile-time, and can thus be reused for each new
component defined with that language.

7 Concluding Remarks and Perspectives

In this paper, we presented an approach to support interop-
erability between different software languages, relying on
the definition of language behavioral interfaces, and on the
use of an instrumentation runtime to realize those interfaces.
We demonstrated the approach on the NabLab DSL, using
SciHook as our instrumentation runtime to realize the inter-
face and provide interoperability between C++ (the target
language of NabLab), and Python. The ability to instrument
scientific software in Python allowed for greater agility when
prototyping and debugging, illustrating the benefits of open-
ing language-induced silos to other languages.
From here, we envision several threads of future work.

A first perspective is to explore the interplay between the
instrumentation interface of a language and testing frame-
works, with the goal to provide testing support out-of-the-
box to languages exposing an instrumentation interface. An-
other perspective is to explore solutions based on just-in-
time compilation to reduce the time spent in the Python
interpreter, to circumvent the pitfalls of Python such as its
global interpreter lock, minimizing the crossing of language
boundaries, and optimizing Python code implementing com-
plex behaviors and/or acting as glue between native libraries.
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